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In continuation from last month’s post, we had our first ever VIRTUAL  
Fitness Jam to promote health and wellness within our family of  
companies! Great job to our Island Holdings, Inc.'s HR Team putting this finale  
of our summer bootcamp! We had its live debut on YouTube, with Tony Silva from 
Da Braddahs as our emcee and commentator and boy did he make us laugh! Atlas 
had four teams that had performed their parts being taped doing sit-ups, push-ups, 
long jump, hula hoop, jumping rope, and planks! And although we didn’t win  
overall, we had some AWESOME individuals that won below. Congrats to all who 
participated and hope you had fun!  

Virtual  F i tness  Jam!  

Atlas’ Mission:  
We are a local company that 

does what is right for our  
Hawaii.  It’s not just a place 

where we do business… 
it’s our home. 

Atlas’ Vision:  
To build on the cornerstones of 

integrity, transparency,         
relationships and  
broker expertise. 

 

Virtual Fitness Jam! 
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New Business—
Agents 
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Chris Wong 

Winner  - Long Jump 

Male Category 

Submit your articles, pictures  

or suggestions to: 

kribilla@atlasinsurance.com 

Bonnie Pang 

Winner  - Long Jump 

Female Category 

Carol Davis 

Winner  - Jump Rope 

Female Category 

Izumi Kinney 

Winner  - Push-Ups 

Female Category 

Sandy Ferreira 

Winner  - Planks 

Female Category 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/2237950/admin/?share=true#


The Makaha 
Sons!  
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Se l f ie s !  
As one of the last items as part of a corporate wellness initiative launched by the Island Holdings’ HR  
department to encourage employee engagement during the work from home period, the HR team releases 
weekly activities for staff to participate in. Like this task of taking a selfie with a family member or pet as part 
of a scavenger hunt.  

Just a reminder to our Agents and Staff to 
join in to watch The Makaha Son’s  

virtual concert on Friday, November 6th  
starting at 6:45 p.m.!  

Benefitting PACT Hawaii! 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/island-holdings-inc-/
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PL Fantasy Footbal l  League!  
Todd Tamori  

As springtime gave way to summer, the persisting Covid-19 pandemic sent winds of uncertainty swirling around 

to the world of football.  Uncertainty led to concern as a dark shadow of doubt loomed over whether the 2020 

season would be played at all.  In the end, the shadows were abated by rays of hope as NFL players began  

reporting for training camp with the goal of starting their season on time and in full.   
 

Thousands of miles away, a different set of rookies and veterans also reported on a sunny September afternoon 

to compete for a similar (albeit slightly less well-known) type of fame and glory.  It was then, with each Team 

Owner joining virtually from the safety of their respective bubble, the 2020 APLFFL (Atlas Personal Lines  

Fantasy Football League) Draft took place and the race for championship immortality began. 
 

Fantasy Football newcomers Nathalie and Irene won the draft night scoring impressive A- grades for their teams.  

However, just like my high school coach used to yell in my face each year, we all know it doesn’t matter where 

you start because it only matters where you end up.  With that mindset Kevin raced out to a hot start scoring the 

first Biggest Blowout of the Week award along with the #1 Ranking to close out the first week of action.   

So begins a 16 week journey of waiver wire pickups, trade proposals and learning the difference between Bench 

and Flex otherwise known as Fantasy Football.  Will one of the seasoned veterans dominate the competition or 

will an upstart rookie parlay the X-Factor of beginner’s luck into a title?  There will be smiles and there may be 

tears but in the end there will only be one team left standing to claim the prize of a Fantasy Football Champion 

facemask (made by Allison) and the Championship banner printed on 8.5x11 inch paper (made by Xerox).  

Game on. 
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Atlas  g ives  back!   

The Atlas Insurance Agency Foundation continuously gives back throughout the year with corporate  
sponsorships or straight donations to organizations/non-profits. Please don’t forget that the Foundation will 
match your personal donation to a 501C3 $1.00 to the $1.00, up to $500 per employee. Here is a big  
whopping donation that we processed this past month! More to come! 

$1,000 

Commercial New Bus iness—Agents  Personal 

Matt Arine Rick Sakata 

$20,000 


